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INTRODUCTION

.
Igniter’s latest breakfast seminar, entitled “Retaining and nurturing customers during
economic downturn”, drew attendees from industries as diverse as banking, energy and
sport. These industries share a common concern. They are united by the need to retain and
grow their mind share and wallet share with customers.

Paul Roberts, Igniter’s Consulting Services Principal, presented a model for identifying
possible solutions. Paul shared ideas on how organisations can mobilise their whole
business to overcome the economic downturn, through maximising customer insights,
engagement and experience. The session combined Igniter’s approach and best practices

Retaining and growing customers is an issue facing many industries
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with opportunities for participants to share their own views and experiences.

Seminar participants agreed that organisations in many industries have the potential to
protect and even grow their existing revenues - even during the current economic downturn.
However organisations face many challenges in achieving this revenue growth. These
challenges occur across the organisation, and are often driven by process and culture –
rather than systems limitations.

This document summaries both Paul’s presentation and the subsequent round-table
discussions. It also shares some of the resulting opportunities available to NZ Businesses.



SEEING NEW REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES

The current economic downturn is reducing disposable incomes. This can result in one of
three generic responses: becoming more price conscious (e.g. buying petrol only on ‘cheap
days’), reducing consumption and/or substituting products (e.g. buying white-label
alternatives).

Economic downturn doesn’t have to mean profit downturn. Revenue 

protection and growth is possible by taking a different view of your business.
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alternatives).

In these situations, businesses often fall into the trap of responding through tougher price
competition (reducing margin), decreasing their own supply (reducing gross revenue) and/or
cutting brands (reducing choice).

However, Igniter’s experience suggests there is another way. Customers are still buying in
each category, so the challenge is how to capture the same or more of their remaining
spend. To do this, companies need to understand how to unlock their customer’s potential
value. They need to use 3 different, but related, lenses: Insight, Engagement & Experience.
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INSIGHT

Are you harnessing all available information to deliver comms, 
products and experiences that meet your customer’s evolving 
needs and expectations? 

Insight

• Drowning in information – there’s already 

more than enough information to develop rich 

insights, but we don’t know where to start or 

• Virgin Trains – every month all customer-

facing staff meet in a “customer council” to 

review the feedback and complaints from 

Issues facing the participants Simple best practices

The Idea: Rich insight on each customer’s needs and expectations is available by both: 

i) listening to what they have to say - through courting feedback and analysing behavioural data

ii) understanding how they feel - through smart research and a “plugged in” complaints process.

This insight must then be combined to create relevant products, communications and experiences.

insights, but we don’t know where to start or 

how to distil it.

• Lost in process – combining insights from 

different sources is severely hampered by 

processes designed from a business unit – not 

a customer – perspective. There is nowhere to 

channel the insights, so they get lost.

• Complaint handling – complaints are resolved 

locally, not collected and reviewed centrally.

• Expectations of the new generation – they 

expect to be heard, and that relevant insights 

acted upon at all customer touch points.

• Social media – online feedback through blogs 

is hard to gather and impossible to control

review the feedback and complaints from 

customers. Their objective is to pool insights 

and find ways of improving the customer 

experience.

• MBNA Bank - all staff from supervisors up to 

top executives have to spend time in the call 

centre every month. By constantly getting 

direct feedback from customers, managers 

across the business are able to maintain a 

clear customer focus.

• eBags – when customer complain about a 

faulty product, ebags dont just replace the 

product. They also ask the customers for their 

ideas on how to improve the product.
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ENGAGEMENT

Are we engaging the hearts and minds of our employees, 
partners and customers to consistently deliver our brand 
promises?

• Office relocations can unsettle staff; while 

knowledge loss results from staff that don’t 

move or are made redundant.

• TradeMe - have engaged their customers 

through the feedback and review functionality. 

Customer’s investing the time and energy to 

Issues facing the participants Simple best practices

The Idea: Customer engagement is vital to creating customer advocates, those raving fanatics that 

become an unpaid sales force. But customer engagement requires harmony with the engagement of your 

employees and 3rd party suppliers. To deliver an engaging customer experience at every touch point, 

everyone working for your organisation must feel empowered by your brand. This comes from KPIs, 

training, processes and a culture that fully support their role.

Engagement

move or are made redundant.

• Poor team work across divisions.

• Marketing teams are creating solutions in a 

customer-free silo, as they lack the 

opportunities or inclination to regularly meet 

customers.

• KPIs often reinforce internal processes, rather 

than incentivising behaviours that improve the 

customer experience.

• 3rd parties are rarely empowered and 

supported to make decisions that benefit the 

customer.

• Reward programmes can become a cost of 

doing business without changing behaviour.

Customer’s investing the time and energy to 

build up strong profiles, are less likely to use 

other auction sites.

• salesforce.com – asked their customers for 

ideas on product updates. 8,000 customers 

became involved in the discussion, leading to 

4,000 new suggestions. Salesforce.com not 

only halved R&D time, 74% of customers have 

also actively referred them.

• Coca-Cola Amatil – improved customer 

experience through engaging their 3rd party 

delivery drivers. Through providing training, 

uniforms and incentives, the drivers became 

closely aligned with the brand and the 

experience it wanted to deliver. 
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EXPERIENCE

Are you consistently delivering the right experiences - across 
every customer touch point, and throughout the customer’s 
lifecycle?

• Customers get an inconsistent experience at 

the same touch point, and variable 

experiences across touch points.

• A New Zealand company is re-designing its 

‘customer on-boarding’ process to reduce the 

time taken to set up new customers. Creating 

Issues facing the participants Simple best practices

The Idea: Organisations need to look beyond customer service, and consider all the ways that 

customers interact with them. Constantly monitoring of the end-to-end experience is required, to ensure 

the brand promise is consistently delivered across every possible customer touch point. From sales 

pitches, call centres and marketing comms through to installations, help desks, billing and complaints. 

Each one can reinforce - or undermine - a customers long-term revenue potential.

Experience

experiences across touch points.

• Its hard to know what all the touch points are, 

what experience they are delivering and which 

ones are most critical to customers. 

• Not all touch points are under a business’ 

direct control, adding further complication.

• Finding the ‘right person to talk to’ is often 

hard both for customers, and for staff 

internally trying to serve customers. Staff often 

don’t know ‘who is who’ as they lack a 

customer-centric contact list.

• It can take only just 1 bad experience to lose a 

customer…and any other customers they tell!

time taken to set up new customers. Creating 

a strong 1st impression is critical to building  

relationships and fighting ‘win-back’ activities.

• Apple - create packaging and ‘quick start’ 

documents that maximise the positive 1st

impressions of each product.

• UPS – turn their brand promise of “delivers 

more” into a memorable customer experience 

by aligning customer-facing service with back-

office processes and systems.

• Panasonic – created a ‘concierge service’ to 

own the entire customer experience related to 

their plasma TVs. Specialists provide advise 

on connecting with other brands and products 

to get the full HDTV benefits.  
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WHAT CAN WE START DOING?

.

Revenue growth is driven by combining deep insight with engaged 
people to deliver customer experiences that have real impact

Insight

Put the complaints 
team at the heart 
of your business

Combine research 
insights with 

customer feedback

Form a ‘customer 
council’ for all 

customer-facing staff
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EngagementExperience

$

Develop a view of 
advocacy across 
all stakeholders

Create KPIs & 
processes that 
empower staff

Look at all your 
customer touch 
points

Review the 
processes that 
impact 1st 
impressions

Develop an on-going 
‘Voice of Customer’ 
program

Think of 3rd party 
suppliers as your 

employees



CONTACT DETAILS

.
We would like to thanks the following
companies for participating in this
breakfast seminar:
NZ Post
Contact Energy
AMP Financial Services
ANZ National Bank
Kiwibank
SPARC

If you would like to discuss any of these areas further, or to hold a similar 

workshop for your own team, please give us a call

Feedback from participants

“good to put time aside to think about these

things”

“good format – relaxed and informal”

“I liked learning what people in other

businesses do”

“good length, good examples”
SPARC
Special Olympics NZ
LoyaltyNZ

Interest in this topic has also come from
the media. Look out for Paul’s related
articles in NZ Marketing and NZ Business
magazines over the coming months.

“in this environment – looking after

customers, and getting things from them,

is one of the best topics”

“food was great!”

Paul Roberts

Consulting Services Principal

P: +64 4 913 3393

F: +64 4 913 3394

E: paul.roberts@igniter.co.nz

Level 26, Grand Plimmer Tower, 

PO Box 9005, Wellington 6141, New Zealand
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